My dear Spencer,

Nazar are all sorted to Their very loci. The royal family are all plunged in sorrow covered with regret. Yesterday I heard the young one of the house - you know the young son of the house - to do six months hard in St. Augustine. Our old friend the King is terribly upset. They threatened to visit the grounds of the castle alone as if he were going about the death of himself. The black about the place - the blacks are nicely in a terrible state.
he has so the Jews feel my wife threatened to project among quills under our doors tonight! Typo sheet & prints came to hand safely & I am returning the skeletons of illustrations and sending all the negatives you asked for except the one of Narrananga his grass which is amongst my old papers & Darle teeny establishment in Adelaide & I have noticed them to hand it on to you. I think you have made a splendid choice of illustrations & sincerely hope that Wellington will join them all long. Rock wrote this mail thanking me for informations about scene which I am forwarding on to you
he writes "with this I am sending you a paper of mine written some 5 years ago on Corvus. You will see that owing to me having discovered a clue as to so little evidence among the Aborigines of Australia my paper is not able to support the theory of any great age for Yor. That Corvus is the ceremonial representation of the change from the matriarchate to the patriarchate. Can you throw any light on this much debated question?" I have read the paper through in a very much interest of it to not presume for me to say as I thank Dr. Tylor is wrong. We have got deeper probably than anyone else in Australia or at least found no evidence of Corvus."
If this end of correspondence
mercy, I shall pass it over to
you now. Why oh why close
you not send me some copies
of the military paper? I am not
procurable? I am very
proud of that paper of simple
gallops over Rush of Gold who
define is of the meagre's
I am indeed glad to hear
that Mr. Brow is better again
and quick look forward to seeing
his kindly old face when
next visit Melbourne. It is a
pleasure to know that the dedication
her gives him so much satisfaction.
Is MacFarlane too much for a book
published? When the present
honor blows over I shall go in
for collecting my the —
Kimmick has been very good & I am glad you acknowledged him in the preface a copy of which by the way you have not seen. Sorry to hear that Stirling is feeling his lung trouble so much. Poor old chap, time alone can heal his wounds. He has not written to me for three months & I am beginning to think that he has dropped me altogether.

With regard to the bombing sheets they are of all sizes from a few inches up to two feet, many of them loose has been found whichfrontend to the Sevan. I am returning the following letter it appears to be very fair & I am sure that the influence any difficulty in that quarter means.

Repro & Dyeing
that she is the one dignified character in the story. Her wisdom and compassion are beyond compare.

I believe that devotion she has kept through the years.

I have not heard from you since the last few years. I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

Your last letter was very moving. I think of you often. I wish to express my concern for you.

Let's meet again. I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

I thank you for your letter. I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.

I hope to hear from you soon. If possible, I would like to see you again.
inner life - I would not support him under any circumstances for I hold that the private life of a public man should be clean - his enemies instead of trying to forget the vices of his for young multiply to exaggerate his sins. That to the outsider it is a shock to learn of a vice. But when he begins - Kingston is with all his faults an able, honest, generous, hearted man, if he were less honest than he is he would be more readily appreciated. And when I say this is that the Colonial Conservatives will rarely give the Liberals credit for5
needless compromising unpatriotic almost criminal the Conservatives arrogate to themselves the quality of patriotism rarely given his liberal opponent credit for honesty of purpose or conviction.

You say that you differ from me on that you see something to admire on both sides, well this is the first occasion upon which you have admitted any admiration for Wellington for instance (and how curiously you qualify the phrase) but what I have always taken exception to in your criticisms of our policy was particularly in those with whom my sympathies are associated in the undercurrent 7

The lofty patronising British air with which you speak of them as mere jæwchial...
I shall be able to procure copies of Edgar Partington's album. Why not send him a photo of The Kiva? I greatly regret that I did not get it on time to go home with the manuscript. I was trying for years before I succeeded in getting this one and now became the Comings to get one for you. You may be sure that I must not send you a susquehanna article. The old king has just turned up; he is off into the bush, but has given him a supply of bacon, rice, etc. on the understanding that he is not to make arms quieta! I told him that I was mailing a paper Gazette to you, but you would be sorry to hear of his troubles. It seems to please...
The old chap Sambo recognizes that the young fellow should be punished red Eakwalehe on the Mother is furious and does nothing but curse tomorrow she is a tremendous old woman and I would not care to trust myself with her in a dark corner tonight. I wish you were here to see the country. It is looking something splendid. Now I must close. I have had a sound nap and am in a mood of mending. My best regards to Miss Spencer. I believe she is kindly glad that the drag of is finished. Love to the bargain. Sincerely yours ever sincerely.

[Signature]
We shall have another mail on Wednesday next—mails reach here every alternate Wednesday.